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Abstract 

The boundary element formulation for analysing the interaction between crack and hole in 
piezoelectric materials is presented in this paper. Using the Green's function for holes and the 
potential variational principle, a boundary element model (BEM) for 2-D thermo-piezoelectric 
material solid with cracks and holes has been developed and used to calculate the stress intensity 
factors of the crack-hole problem. The method is available for multiple crack problems in both 
finite and infinite solids. Numerical results for SED intensity factors at a particular crack tip in a 
crack-hole system of piezoelectric materials are presented to illustrate the application of the 
proposed formulation. 

1. Introduction 

The thermoelectroelastic analysis of crack-hole system in a piezoelectric solid is of considerable 
importance in the field of fracture mechanics, as the piezoelectric materials often contains many 
internal microcracks before in use. Stress analysis of crack problems in isotropic materials has 
been reported by many researchers[1,2]. For anisotropic materials, a solution for collinear cracks 
in an infinite plate has been obtained in[2]. Most of the developments in the field can also be 
found in[3]. Relatively little work has been, however, found in the literature for the thermal 
analysis of multiple crack problems in piezoelectric solid. In this paper, a boundary element 
model is presented to study fracture behaviour of crack-hole system in a piezoelectric material. 
Based on the thermoelectroelastic Green's function for a piezoelectric solid with a hole, a system 
of boundary element formulation for temperature discontinuity as well as dislocation of elastic 
displacement and electric potential(EDEP) is presented and used to calculate stress and electric 
dispiacement(SED) intensity factors. One numerical example is considered to illustrate the 
application of the proposed formulation. 
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2. Basic formulations 

Consider a linear piezoelectric solid in which all fields are assumed to depend only on in-plane 
coordinates Xl and X2. Boldfaced symbols stand for either column vectors or matrices, depending 
on whether lower case or upper case is used. The SED vector il;, The EDEP vector u, 

temperature T and heat flux hi in the solid subjected to loading can be expressed in tenns of 

complex analytic functions as follows[2] 

T =2Re[g'(zl)]' S =2 Im[kg'(zJ], ~ = -S,2' h2 =S,p U = 2 Re[AF(z)q +cg(zl)]' 


(1) 
.p =2 Re[BF(z)q +dg(zJ], TIl =-.p,2,TI 2=.p,l> 
with 

F(z) =diag[!(zl) !(Z2)!(Z3)!(Z4)]' Zl = XI +u2 , z; = XI + P;X2 (2) 

where overbar denotes the complex conjugate, a prime represents the differentiation, q is a 
constant vector to be detennined by the boundary conditions, u={u\ U2 U3 q>} T, IlJ={(J"\j (J"2j (J3j 

Dj } T, j=1,2; i =.J.:1, k = ~kit k22 - kI22 , kij are the coefficients of heat conduction, Ui and <p are 

the elastic displacement and electric potential, T, h;, (J" ij and D, are temperature, heat flux, 

stress and electric displacement, S and .p are known as heat-flux function and SED function[2], 't 

and Pi are the heat and electroelastic eigenvalues of the materials whose imaginary parts are 
positive,j{z;) and g(zr) are arbitrary functions with complex arguments Z; and Zr, respectively, A , 
B, c and d are well-defined in the literature[2]. 

Green's function used in this paper is described as follows. For a material plate with an elliptic 

hole, the basic solutions due to a discrete temperature discontinuity of magnitude t at a point 

ZIO = (see Fig. 1), are given by[ 4]xlO + u 20 

T . -I 
(3) 

2n
T=-Im[ln(SI -S/o)-ln(SI -S/O)]' 

(4) 

.p =-~ Im{B[f (z) +f2 (z)P-I1"]B-l d - dg(zl)} (5) 
2n 

t 

where SI and S10 are related to Z I and z 10 by the relations[ 4] 

2 ~ 2 2 ~ 2 2 2bZz + Z - a- - 't b ZIO + ZIO - a - 't r = I ~ I r (6)
':> l • b ' ':>/0 = . ba-l't a-/'t 

in which a and b are the length of the semi-axes of the ellipse. The functions f1z), f2 (z) and 

g(zl) are well-documented in [4] and we omit them here for the limitation of space. 

3. BEM for thermopiezoe'lectric problem 

Consider a two-dimensional thennopiezoelectric solid inside of which there are a hole and a 
crack with arbitrary orientation and size. The numerical approach to such a problem usually 
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involves two steps: (i) solve a heat transfer problem first to obtain the steady· state T field; 
(ii)calculate the electroelastic field caused by the T field, then plus an isothennal solution to 
satisfy the corresponding mechanical boundary conditions, and finally, solve the modified 
problem for electroelastic fields. In what follows, we begin with deriving the variation principle 
for temperature discontinuity and then extended it to the case ofthennoelectroeiasticity. 

3.1 BEM for temperature discontinuity problem 
Let us consider a finite region 0 1 bounded by f(= [h +[1), as shown in Fig. 2(a). The heat 

transfer problem to be considered is stated as 

kijT.iJ = 0 in 0 1 (7) 

h =hn =ho on [h (8)
n " 

T = 1'a on[r (9) 

h,n, = 0, T= ~L+ - ~c onL (10) 

r n, 

(b)(a) 

Fig. 2 Configuration of the plate for BEM analysisFig. I Temperature nscontinuity in a plate with a hole 

where ni is the normal to the boundary [(= fh +[1)' flo and 1'0 are the prescribed values of heat 

flow and temperature, which act on the boundaries [h and [1> respectively, T is the temperature 

discontinuity, L is the union of all cracks, D and L- are defined in Fig. 2(b). It should be 
pointed out that the boundary condition along the hole is automatically satisfied due to the use of 
the Green function given in Eq.(3)-(5). Naturally, the hole boundary condition is not involved in 
the below analysis. 

Further, if we let 02 be the complementary region of Ol(i.e., the union of O[ and 02 fonns 

the infinite region Q) and T= ~ r+ - ~ r- = 1'0, the problem shown in Fig 2(a) can be extended 

to the infinite one(see Fig. 2b). In this case [= [+ + [-, where [+ and [. stands for the 
boundaries of 0 1 and Q 2 respectively[see Fig. 2(b)]. In a way similar to that in[5], the total 
generalised potential energy for the thennal problem defined above can be given as 

A AI r f (11)peT, T) =2. ~ kijT.;T,jdO + J. hnTdL 

By transfonning the area integral in Eq.( 11) into boundary one, we have 

A A A (12)P(T,T)=--1 I S(T)Tsds+ I hnTds2 'L . 

in which the relation 
(13)h; = -kijT.j and 1hnTds = 1[(sf).s - Sf,]ds 

and 
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and the temperature discontinuity being assumed to be continuous over L and being zero at the 

ends of L have been used. Moreover, temperature Tin Eq.(12) can be expressed in terms of T 
through use of Eg.(3). Therefore, the potential energy can be further written as 

p(h=-~ I S(T)fsds+ !hnTds 	 (14) 

The analytical results for the minimum of potential (14) is not, in general, possible, and 
therefore a numerical procedure must be used to solve the problem. As in the conventional 
BEM, the boundaries rand L are divided into a series of linear boundary elements for which the 
temperature discontinuity may be approximated by a linear function. To illustrate this, take a 
particular element m, which is a line connected by nodes m and m+ 1, as an example(see Fig. 3) 

T(s)=tFm(s) + Tm+IFm+l(s) 	 (15) 

where t is the temperature discontinuity at node m, and functions Fm(s), Fm+I(s) are shown in 

Figure 3. 
On the use ofEgs.(3) and (15), the temperature and heat-flux function at point z/ are 

M 

T(z,)= ~)m[am(z,)]tm 	 (16) 

M , -s 

F (s)=-~-

9(zr) = -kL Re[am(z, )]t (17) 

where 
m=1 	 ~. 

m(J"'O) s \ m+ l(s= I ) m(J"'O) s 
1	 \ 

\. 
M 

am (s,) = 21t L_I {In(S, ~~-I) eierrert m 

+ In(s~1 - ~':'o-I)} Imi l - s ds (18) 

m-I 


+_1 1{In(s, -s~)+ ln(s~I-~':'o)}!...ds
21t 'm 1m 

In particular the temperature at node j can be written as 
A BM ~ 

Tj(Stj) = L1m[am(stj)]Tm (19) 
m=1 

The substitution of Eq.(15) into (14), one sees Fig. 4 Geometry of near· tip points A and B 
~ MM 1 ~~ A 

P(T) ~ 	~)L( --KmjTmTj)+GjTJ] (20) 

j=1 m=1 2 


where [Kmj] is called as stiffness matrix and Gj the equivalent nodal heat flux vector, which have 
the form 

(21)K =-~ r Re[a (SJro-I)]ds+i:.. r Re[am(s;o)]ds, 
m, I J, m I J,

)-1 J-I 	 j J 

The minimization of P(i') yields 

M 

L Kmj~ = 	 (22)Gm 
j=1 



The final form of linear equations to be solved is obtained by selecting the appropriate ones 
from among Eqs.((19) and (22). Eq.(19) will be chosen for those nodes at which the temperatur~ 
is prescribed, and Eq.(23) will be chosen for the remaining nodes. After the nodal temperature 
discontinuities have been calculated, the EDEP and SED at any point in the region can be 
evaluated through use ofEqs.(1), (4) and (5). They are 

AI AI M 

U= Lw}Tj' TIl = LX/j , TI2 = LYjTj (23) 
j=l }=l j=l 

(24) 


(25) 


I I - s 
y ) =--Im{ f [B(f;(z)+f~(z)p-11)B-ld-cg'(z,)] )-1 ds}

21t )-1 I
j 

_
l (26) 

__1 Imq IB(f;(z)+f~(z)P-11)B-ld-cg'(z,)]~ds}
21t I) I j 

Thus, the surface traction-charge and EDEP induced by the temperature discontinuity are of the 
form 

AIo M ~ 
tn(s) =TI;n; =L(xjn1 +Y jn2 )Tj , iI~(s) =LWj(s)Tj (27) 

j=l j=l 

In general, t~(s) * 0 over f, (the boundary on which SED is prescribed) and u~(s) * 0 over 

fu (the boundary on which EDEP is prescribed). To satisfy the SED(or EDEP) on the 

corresponding boundaries, we must superpose a solution of the corresponding isothermal 
problem with a SED(or a EDEP) equal and opposite to those of Eq.(27). The details will be 
given in the following subsection. 

3.2 BEM for EDEP discontinuity problem 
Consider again the domain QI, the governing equation and its boundary conditions are 

described as follows 
in Q l (28)TI

fj,) 
= 0 


tn; = TIUnj = t? - (t~), on ft (29) 


(30)U; = u;Q - (u?); on fu 

onL (31)tml e =-tn;lr =-(t~)" u, =u;lr -u;lc -(U?);IL+ +(u?);lr 

where 
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where r, and ru are the boundaries on which the prescribed values of SED t;O and EDEP u;o are 
imposed. Similarly, the total potential energy for the electroelastic problem can be given as 

n(u)=~ l[cp(u).u,s +2t~ ·u]ds- f(tO -t~)·uds (32) 

where the elastic solution of functions cp(li) and u(iI) appeared later has been given in[4]. These 
solutions are as follows 

u(u) = ..!.. Im[A(ln(sa - Sao))BTIi +..!.. ±Im[A(ln(s~' - ~po))B-'BlpBT Ii (33) 
1t 1t P=1 

cp(u) =..!.. Im[B(ln(sa - Sao))BT u +..!.. ±Im[B(ln(s~' - ~po))B-IBlpBTIi (34) 
1t 1t P=1 

and 

II =diag[I,O,O,O], 12 =diag[O,I,O,O], 13 == diag[O,O,l,O], 14 =diag[O,O,O,l] (35) 


As treated before the boundaries Land r are divided into a series of boundary elements, for 

which the EDEP discontinuity may be approximated through linear interpolation as 

u(s) = limFm(s) + um+,Fm+Js) (36) 


With the approximation (36), the EDEP and SED function given in Eqs.(33) and (34) can now 

be expressed in the form 


M M 

u(z) =L)m[ADm(z)]um, cp(z) =~)m[BDm(z)]Um (37) 
m=1 m=1 

where 

Dm(s) = ~ L-I {(In(sa - S:~I) )BT + t. (In(s~' - ~;O-I))B-'BIpBT} Iml:_~ s ds 
(38) 

+..!..J, {(In(sa - S:O))BT + ±(In(s~1 - ~;o))B-'BI~BT}~ds
1t I.. ~=I 1m 

In particular the displacement at node j is given by 
M 

u(s~) =~)m[ADm(s~)]um' (39) 
m=1 

The substitution ofEq.(36) into Eq.(32), we have 
M M 

D(u) =~)u; . (2:)uu) 12 - gJ (40) 
1=1 j=1 

where 

ku =_I-J Im[D;(srl)BT]ds-~J Im[D:' (s~)BT]ds, g} = J G}Fj(s)ds (41) 
Ij_1 ;-1 I} ; ;_I+l j 

and G . = _to when node J' located at the boundary L, G . = to - to for other nodes. The } n } n 

minimization ofEq.( 40) leads to a set of linear equations 
M


LK;}u j =g, (42) 

}=I 



Similarly, the final form of the linear equations to be solved is obtained by selecting the 
appropriate ones, from among Eqs.(39) and (42). Eq.(39) will be chosen for those nodes at 
which the EDEP is prescribed, and Eq.(42) will be chosen for the remaining nodes. Once the 
EDEP discontinuity fi has been found, the SED at any point can be expressed as 

M M 

TIl == - IIm[BPD~(z)]iim' TI2 =IIm[BD~(z)]fim (43) 

Therefore the SED, TIn, in a coordinate system local to the crack line can be expressed in the 
form 

TIn = <I>(a.){-TII sin a. + ilzCOSa.}T (44) 

where <1>( a.) has been defined in[ 4]. 

Using Eq.(44) we can evaluate the SED intensity factors by the following definition 

K(c) = {KI/ K/ KllJ KD}T = lim.J21trTI n (r) (45) 
r .... O 

In practical calculation, one can evaluate the SED intensity factors in several ways such as 
extrapolation formulae, traction formulae and l-integral formulae [6]. In our analysis, the first 
method is used to calculate the SED intensity factors in BEM. In the method, TIn at points A and 
B ahead of a crack-tip (see Fig. 4) is first derived and then the substitution of them into Eq.(45), 
we have 

K A =cr~ ~21trA' K B =cr! J21trB (46) 

where rA (or rB) are the distance from crack-tip to point A(or B). Finally, the SED intensity 
factors K can be obtained by the linear extrapolation of~ and KB to the crack tip, that is 

K =K A _ K B - K A r (47) 
A rB - rA 

4. Numerical results 

Since the main purpose of this paper is to outline the basic principles of the proposed method, 
the numerical assessment is limited to an infinite thermopiezoelectric material containing an 
elliptic hole and a crack as shown in Fig. 5, in which XIO = 0, X 20 = 2b and c=0.5b. The unifonn 

heat flow ho is applied on each crack face only. The material is assumed to be BaTi03, whose 
constants can be found in[4]. 

In our analysis, the plane strain deformation is assumed and the crack lines are assumed to be in 
the Xl-X2 plane, i.e., D3=U3=0. Therefore the stress intensity factor vector K* now has only three 
components(K/, KII, KD)' In all calculations, rA=/17 and rB=//5 have been used, where / is the 
length in the related element. In the calculations, four meshes(N=10, 20,40 and 80 elements) for 
the crack have been used to see the convergence of the BEM results, in which N represents the 
element number of the crack. In Fig. 6 the coefficients of SED intensity factors ~i at point B(see 
Fig. 5) are presented as a function of crack orientation angle a. for N=80, where [3; are defined 
by[4] 

K/(A) = hOCY33~1 (0.)&/k, KllJ(A) = hOCYll~2(0.)';:;; / k , K D (A) = hOCX3~D (a.)):;; / k (48) 
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Table 1 shows the results of SED intensity factors at point B versus mesh refinement for a=O. It 
is found from Fig. 6 that the SED intensity factors are sensitive to the crack orientation in this 
example. respectively. It is also found from Table 1 that the BEM results can converge to a 
particular value along with the mesh refinement. 

Table 1: SED intensity factors versus mesh refinement 

Mesh 131 ~2 J3D 
N=1O 0.6969 0.4697 0.3188 

20 0.6990 0.4722 0.3205 
40 0.7011 0.4743 0.3223 
80 0.7021 0.4752 0.3231 

5. Conclusion 

This investigation presented a boundary element formulation for crack-hole problem of a 
thermopiezoelectric material plate. A system of boundary element equations is developed with the aid of 
Green's function approach and the potential variational principle. Solutions for the thermal, electric and 
elastic fields are then obtained for the crack-hole system in an piezoelectric material plate subjected to 
external heat flux disturbances. For an infinite material plate with a hole and a crack, the numerical 
results show that the crack angle a has a strong effect on the SED intensity factors. 
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